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natural fibers are surplus but unused, push for means to utilize
natural fibers effectively for different applications such as
composite structure. The incorporation of natural fiber from
agricultural waste will make this active area of R&D more
fascinating [38], [41], [18]. This is dual-purpose, since these
wastes can generate economic benefits when used for different
useful applications which can enhance the sustainability of
farming of related crops that in turn will ensure food security.
Natural fibers are favored over synthetic fibers by engineers,
researchers, professionals and scientists all over the world as
an alternative reinforcement, because of its superior properties
such as high specific strength, low weight, low cost, fairly
good mechanical properties, nonabrasive, eco-friendly and
bio-degradable characteristics [9]. They come from abundant
and renewable resources, which ensures a continuous fiber
supply and significant material cost savings to the plastics,
automotive and packaging industries [27]. The natural fiber
may be wood, sisal, hemp, coconut, thread, kenaf, flax, jute,
abaca, banana leaf fibers, bamboo, wheat straw or other
fibrous material that are used as reinforcement due to their
good mechanical properties [41], [39]. The use of natural
fibers reduces weight by 10% and lowers the energy needed
for production by 80%, whereas the cost of the component is
5% lower than the comparable fiberglass-reinforced
component [28]. These natural fiber composite materials are
being increasingly used in the automotive and building
industry but estimated to only 10% of the potential of these
fibers [38], [39]. However, natural fiber composites have the
highest specific performance per price than other materials
such as steel, aluminum and FRP [24]. However, the use of
natural fibers has few setbacks such as variation of properties,
poor compatibility with matrix, high moisture absorption and
lower thermal stability. To overcome such setbacks, natural
fibers are subjected to surface modifications such as alkali
treatments [30]. Overcoming the setbacks, with their unique
and wide range of variability, natural fiber composites could
emerge as an alternative engineering material that can
substitute the use of synthetic fiber composites, not only for
non-load bearing construction elements but also for structural
elements [44].
The property of the fiber is very important in determining
the properties of the composite [16], [22], [33]. Accordingly,
the research to determine the properties of natural fiber is
crucial in investigating the properties and understanding the
possible variation of the properties.
The property of natural fiber is a function of the properties
of plant cell walls. The plant cell wall is long believed to be
composed of two separate networks: a pectin network and a
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Abstract—Enset fiber is agricultural waste and available in a
surplus amount in Ethiopia. However, the hypothesized variation in
properties of this fiber due to diversity of its plant source breed, fiber
position within plant stem and chemical treatment duration had not
proven that its application for the development of composite products
is problematic. Currently, limited data are known on the functional
properties of the fiber as a potential functional fiber. Thus, an effort is
made in this study to narrow the knowledge gaps by characterizing it.
The experimental design was conducted using Design-Expert
software and the tensile test was conducted on Enset fiber from 10
breeds: Dego, Dirbo, Gishera, Itine, Siskela, Neciho, Yesherkinke,
Tuzuma, Ankogena, and Kucharkia. The effects of 5% Na-OH
surface treatment duration and fiber location along and across the
plant pseudostem was also investigated. The test result shows that the
rupture stress variation is not significant among the fibers from 10
Enset breeds. However, strain variation is significant among the
fibers from 10 Enset breeds that breed Dego fiber has the highest
strain before failure. Surface treated fibers showed improved rupture
strength and elastic modulus per 24 hours of treatment duration. Also,
the result showed that chemical treatment can deteriorate the loadbearing capacity of the fiber. The raw fiber has the higher loadbearing capacity than the treated fiber. And, it was noted that both the
rupture stress and strain increase in the top to bottom gradient,
whereas there is no significant variation across the stem. Elastic
modulus variation both along and across the stem was insignificant.
The rupture stress, elastic modulus, and strain result of Enset fiber are
360.11 ± 181.86 MPa, 12.80 ± 6.85 GPa and 0.04 ± 0.02 mm/mm,
respectively. These results show that Enset fiber is comparable to
other natural fibers such as abaca, banana, and sisal fibers and can be
used as alternatives natural fiber for composites application. Besides,
the insignificant variation of properties among breeds and across
stem is essential for all breeds and all leaf sheath of the Enset fiber
plant for fiber extraction. The use of short natural fiber over the long
is preferable to reduce the significant variation of properties along the
stem or fiber direction. In conclusion, Enset fiber application for
composite product design and development is mechanically feasible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EMAND for sustainable lightweight materials and
economic factors in many developing countries, where
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hemicelluloses/cellulose network [14]. Pectin [32] and
cellulose [37] are the main load-bearing cell wall structures.
Reference [35] emphasizes the interactions of the two
networks that pectin and cellulose interactions strengthened as
the stem matured and growth diminished. However, in a top to
a base gradient, the pectin amount decreases, and the cellulose
and xyloglucan amount increases. As a result, viscoelastic
compliances along the stem (plastic and elastic compliances
(fractional strain per unit of force; reciprocal of stiffness)
decrease in a top to a base gradient. So, these works show that
cellulose and pectin, as well as their interactions, are important
in load-bearing.
The natural fiber plant of choice in this study is Enset
(Ensete ventricosum) crop plant which is a perennial
monocarpic plant belongs to the family Musaceae. The crop is
widely grown in southern Ethiopia on 301, 978.68 hectares of
land mainly to produce a starchy food from its vigorous
pseudostem, corm, and stem of an inflorescence. It plays a
great role in the food security of the country and a staple food
for more than 20% of Ethiopia’s population [1]. Two-third of
this plant is located in the Southern Nations, Nationalities and
Peoples Regional State [SNNPRS] and one-third is located in
Oromia [15].
From this coverage of the Enset plant, there are surplus
resources of agricultural wastes (by-products) called Enset
fiber which was not used efficiently and widely [38], [45].
Enset fiber at present is the main byproduct resulting from
decortications of the pulp from leaf sheaths of the pseudostem
of the Enset plant. Hence, without including the additional
cost for input, it can be obtained simply for manufacturing
purposes. But, the know-how in using Enset fiber is not much
matured in Ethiopia that it could not be seen as an alternative
to the synthetic fibers and other natural fibers. This may be for
the fact that most previous research works on Enset dealt with
food components and, chemical and physical properties [2][4], [29], [31]. However, there are promising limited works on
Enset fiber which give insight that it can be used as an
alternative to synthetic and other natural fibers [1], [10]-[13],

[47]. On the other hand, in these previous studies on Enset
fiber, variation in fiber quality among different Enset plant
breeds was not considered but the work on the food
components indicates its existence [46]. The difference in
tensile strength of the Enset fiber sampled from different
locations (probably of different breeds) strengthens this point
of variation in fiber quality among different Enset plant breeds
[10], [23]. Also, the influence of factors such as surface
treatments with varying treatment duration is not clearly
stated. For Enset fiber to be one of the most important fibers
such as jute, abaca, flax, sisal, hemp, and coir for composite
manufacturing, more work is expected from the researchers in
investigating the properties of the Enset fiber in-depth and
comparing its strength with other synthetic and natural fibers.
Consequently, in this study, mechanical and physical
properties characterization of Enset fiber was focused [20].
The experiment was designed by Design Expert Software
[Version: 11.0.3.0] to conduct mechanical property tests such
as tensile tests [27]. Also, measurements of Enset fiber
physical property such as diameter, density, and moisture
content were conducted. The results of this study will
contribute to locally build lightweight Enset fiber-reinforced
composite and employment opportunities of the people in
mass production of the Enset fiber for commercial activity.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Material
Enset fibers are selected from three zones Gurage (Agena
site), Kembata (Serera site) and Wolaita (Areka site) located
in SNNPRS of Ethiopia, which are rich in Enset varieties. For
ease of handling, 10 breeds: Neciho and Yesherkinke of
Agena, Dirbo, Siskela, Gishera, Dego and Itine of Serera and
Ankogena, Kucharkia and Tuzuma of Areka are selected
based on local farmer’s suggestion for relatively good food
component and fiber yield, see Fig. 1. The sites are at altitudes
ranging 1800-2800 m, temperature 10-25 °C and annual
rainfall 1000-1800 mm.

Fig. 1 Sample site [19]
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For test specimen preparation, epoxy 2301 and hardener
2301/50 supplied by Resinpal, Germany was used as adhesive
to bond paper tap with fiber. And, 5% Na-OH solution
supplied by Carl Roth GmbH. Co. KG, Germany was used for
chemical treatment.

sun-dried in the open air for 3 to 5 days.
3. Fiber Chemical Treatment
Natural fiber, plant cell wall, is believed to be composed of
a pectin network and a hemicelluloses/cellulose network [14].
Pectin [32] and cellulose [37] are the main load-bearing
components. However, the strength and integration of these
components can be affected by chemical treatment. Therefore,
to investigate the effect of alkali treatments on properties of
the Enset fiber, 30 grams of Enset fiber was prepared and
soaked in 700 ml of 5% Na-OH solution for 0 h, 2 h, 24 h and
48 h at room temperature. And, then, it was immersed in
distilled water for 24 h and washed thoroughly in distilled
water to remove the excess Na-OH and dried at 60 °C for 24
h. Final washing was done with distilled water [7], [17], [36],
[40]
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B. Methods
1. Design of an Experiment
The study focused on mechanical and physical properties
characterization of Enset fiber to utilize it as alternative
natural fiber [20]. The effects of four factors: breeds with ten
levels, chemical treatment durations with four levels, fiber
location along the stem with three levels and fiber location
across the stem with three levels, are considered. And, an
experiment consisting of 56 runs each with five repetitions
was designed using Design Expert Software [Version:
11.0.3.0] to investigate properties of 10 different Enset fiber
breeds.

4. Experimental Test
Primarily, physical parameters such as fiber diameter, linear
density, true density, and moisture content were measured for
Enset fiber. Test specimens were prepared by bonding the
fiber with paper tab using epoxy and hardener from Resinpal,
Germany with a 2:1 mixture ratio. Then, the tensile test was
conducted by exposing the specimen to the uni-axial tensile
load. During the test, to reduce the varying effect of the
environment, all test trials took place at 20 °C and 30%
relative humidity.

2. Enset Fiber Extraction

i. Physical Properties Measurement
An optical microscope (Leica EZ4 HD, Germany) was used
to measure the diameter of Enset fibers using a stage
micrometer of 2 mm length and 10 µm scales. The single fiber
was placed on a stage micrometer glass slide and diameter was
measured at five points, and the average was taken [35]. Fiber
linear density was determined according to the gravimetric
method based on the ASTM test method D 1577. The standard
length (L) in meters of a specimen with N number of
individual fibers was cut and weighed to get the weight (W) in
grams of fibers. The average linear density (D) in denier of
individual fibers was calculated, (1):

Fig. 2 Fiber position across the stem

𝐷

Fig. 3 Fiber position along the stem

(1)

The Archimedes (Buoyancy) method was used to measure
the true density of Enset fibers for its simplicity and low cost.
The sample, a bundle of fibers, was weighed in air and then in
canola oil that was used to wet the sample and it had smaller
in density than the sample. The difference of the two media
was the buoyancy force. The weighing process was conducted
on an analytical balance with a resolution of 0.0001 g and was
adapted for suspension weighing through the attached stainless
rod. The buoyancy force was converted to sample volume by
dividing the liquid density. The sample density ρf was
acquired by dividing sample weight in the air with sample
volume, (2) [ASTM-D3800–99, 2005]:

The Enset fiber was extracted from the pseudostem part of
the Enset plant by using hand decortications [8], the stem is
built with several layers of sheathes of thickness 20-40 mm
range which is tightly overlapped. After dismantling and
sorting as per fiber position across plant stem from outer to the
core as outer, middle, inner and core on average 100 mm gaps
from each other was performed, Fig. 2. The core was soft and
not used for fiber extraction. The pulpy tissues were scraped
out, traditionally, by using a sharp-edged bamboo against flat
wood along the fiber length. Then, the fibers were tied at the
base with labeled textile for ease of further sorting along the
plant stem from bottom to top as the bottom, middle and top
on average 300 mm gaps from each other, Fig. 3. The bottom
is 200 mm from the base on average. The fibers were then
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where ρl is the density of liquid, M1 weight of suspension wire
in air, M2 the weight of suspension wire in liquid (to
immersion point), M3 the weight of suspension wire plus item
whose density was to be determined in air and M4 weight of
suspension wire plus item whose density was to be determined
in liquid. Five fiber samples were tested for each immersion
liquid [26]. And, a measurement of moisture was made by
Infrared Moisture Analyzer (Sartorius MA35, Germany), (3):
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𝑀𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 %

∗ 100

Enset fiber diameter is 166 ± 46 µm which is in the same
range as sisal, abaca and banana fibers [21], [25], [42].
However, the density of 0.9 ± 0.18 makes it the fiber of the
highest specific strength compared to sisal, abaca, and banana
[6], [25], [42].
A. Rupture Force

(3)

ii. Tensile Testing
The tensile test was performed on single Enset fiber by
exposing to uni-axial load in order to find tensile strength,
according to ASTM D3379-75 with test specimen fastened as
shown in Fig. 4. A computer-controlled tensile testing
machine with a 5000 g load cell using the full-scale load of 50
N at the cross-head speed of 0.2 mm/s was used in laboratory,
Kassel University, Germany. The fiber gauge length is set to
25 mm and the grip length is 10 mm.

Fig. 6 Rupture force against treatment and breed
Fig. 4 Method of fasting of the fibers to the tensile test [5], [34]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Load and elongation data of each test specimen under uniaxial load were primary data generated by the computer
attached to the testing machine. The secondary data like stress,
strain and elastic modulus were derived from these primary
data. The results of the measurements were statistically
evaluated by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using DesignExpert Software (Version11.0.3.0). The effects of the factors
and interactions were separated and tested for statistical
significance. The typical stress-strain plot of Enset fiber under
uni-axial load showed that stress is directly proportional to
strain up to 0.01strain but as loading continues proportionality
will not work and Enset fiber fails sharply at rupture force,
Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 Rupture force against treatment and fiber location along stem
interaction

Fig. 5 Typical stress-strain plot of Enset fiber under uni-axial load
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As depicted in Fig. 6, the rupture force can be influenced by
breed-chemical treatment interaction. The test result shows
that the variation of the rupture force is significant among 10
Enset fiber breeds where raw fibers from breed Tuzuma,
Ankogena, and Dirbo have a higher similar maximum rupture
force than other breeds. Also, the result showed that chemical
treatment can deteriorate the load-bearing capacity of the fiber
that 60%, 30% and 10% of the treated breeds showed poor,
similar and higher rupture force, respectively. And, it was
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noticed in Fig. 7 that for fiber exposed to more treatment
durations, the pectin-rich top fiber region is more susceptible
to chemical-degradation and becomes weaker whereas the
bottom fiber showed slightly become stronger due to high
cellulose content at the bottom [35]. This is due to the
solubility of the galacturonic acid-Pectin main content in the
alkali solution is higher at Pectin-rich top region. Whether
treated or not, rupture force variation across the stem is
insignificant that it is promising to have increased fiber
volume, Fig. 8. The average rupture force of Enset fiber is
6.88 ± 2.7 N.

respectively.

Fig. 9 Strain against treatment and breed

Fig. 8 Rupture force against treatment and fiber location across stem
interaction

B. Strain
Strain variation is dominant against breeds that breed Dego
has the highest strain, see Fig. 9. Also, the result showed that
chemical treatment can improve the elongation of the fiber
that 70% of the treated breeds showed a higher strain. And, it
was noticed in Fig. 10 that strain increases in the top to a
bottom gradient. Also, for fiber exposed to more treatment
durations, like the rupture force, the pectin-rich top fiber
region is more susceptible to chemical-degradation and fails
shortly whereas the bottom fiber elongates more due to high
cellulose content at the bottom [35]. And, there is no
significant variation across the stem. The average strain of
Enset fiber is 0.04 ± 0.02 mm/mm. Enset fiber strain is
comparable with that of banana and abaca [6] and sisal [43].

Fig. 10 Strain against treatment and location along the stem

C. Rupture Stress
The test result shows that Enset fiber from deferent breeds
has similar rupture stress and the variation is not significant, as
shown in Fig. 11. Even if not significant, breed Kuckarkia has
relatively highest rupture stress. However, it is evident that all
treated breeds showed improved rupture stress than the raw
one. Besides, the 24 h treatment duration made better
improvement in rupture strength, before and after which the
stress declines, Fig. 12. Similar to rupture force, rupture stress
across the stem is insignificant that it is also good news to
have increased fiber volume. Including all breeds, the average
rupture stress of Enset fiber obtained in this study is 360.11 ±
181.86 Mpa. This value is almost in agreement with and by far
less than the tensile strength reported by [28], [10],
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slight increase in fiber diameter in a top to base gradient or the
rate of increase is equal. That is why the stiffness variation is
insignificant in a top to base gradient contrary to what was
reported for growing plant cell wall [35].
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Fig. 12 Rupture stress against treatment

D. Elastic Modulus
Similar to rupture force, as shown in Fig. 13 that the
variation of the elastic modulus is significant among 10 Enset
fiber breeds where breed Kuckarkia, Gishera, and Itine have
higher similar maximum elastic modulus than other breeds.
Also, it is evident that all treated breeds showed improved
elastic modulus than the raw one. Besides, like rupture stress,
the 24 h treatment duration made better improvement in elastic
modulus, before and after which the stress declines, see Fig.
14. Also, elastic modulus variation both along and across the
stem is insignificant. The average elastic modulus of Enset
fiber is 12.80 ± 6.85 GPa. This value is within the same range
of elastic modulus of sisal [6] and abaca [42], [43] which
shows that Enset fiber can be alternative to sisal and abaca for
applications requiring the similar stiffness.

Fig. 14 Young’s Modulus against the treatment

E. Effect of Treatment Duration on Rupture Force, Strain,
Stress, and Elastic Modulus
16
14
Force [N]
Stress [x100 MPa]
Elastic Modulus [GPa]
Strain [%]

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

2

24

48

Treatment Duration [h]

Fig. 15 Effect of treatment duration on rupture force, strain, stress,
and elastic modulus

Fig. 13 Young’s Modulus against treatment and breed

Rupture force and strain increase in a top to the base
gradient. However, the rate of increase of rupture stress and
strain was not reflected on young’s modulus due to either the
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As shown in Fig. 15, if the effects of other factors assumed
insignificant, treatment duration can affect rupture force,
strain, stress and elastic modulus of Enset fiber. And, it was
noticed here that as exposure duration of the fiber to treatment
increases, rupture force is the only response that declines
sharply until it becomes almost constant despite the treatment
duration. This indicates that after the pectin component is
dissolved totally, the cellulose is there to support the fiber
whereas other responses such as stress, strain, and elastic
modulus increase with treatment duration. There is observed
phenomena where the stress is inversely proportional to force.
This is due to the rate of decrease of force is by far less than
the rate of decrease in the cross-sectional area of the fiber
during the degradation of the fiber surface. Similarly, elastic
modulus increases due to the rate of increase of stress is
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greater than the rate of increase of strain during the increased
treatment duration.

[4]
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IV. CONCLUSION
The result of this study came with promising data which
proved that Enset fiber can be used for composite application
as an alternative to the commercial fibers such as sisal, abaca,
and banana. Enset fiber can not only be an alternative but it
can be superior in specific strength to some natural fibers due
to its low density.
The test result shows that a significant variation of rupture
force does not mean that the rupture stress is also significant
since the cross-sectional area of the fiber is the influencing
factor. So, it is convincing to conclude that the higher the fiber
diameter (raw fiber) the higher the rupture force, the lower the
rupture stress.
The test result shows that the rupture stress variation is not
significant among the fibers from 10 Enset breeds. However,
strain variation is significant among the fibers from 10 Enset
breeds. Breed Dego has the highest strain before failure.
Surface treated fibers showed improved rupture strength and
elastic modulus for 24 h treatment duration whereas the
treatment duration less than and greater than 24h resulted in
relatively poor values. Also, it was noted that both the rupture
stress and strain increases in the top to bottom gradient
whereas there is no significant variation across the stem.
Elastic modulus variation both along and across the stem is
insignificant. The rupture stress, elastic modulus and strain
result of Enset fiber is 360.11 ± 181.86 Mpa, 12.80 ± 6.85
GPa and 0.04 ± 0.02 mm/mm, respectively. In addition, the
insignificant variation of properties among breeds and across
stem is good news for use of all breeds and all leaf sheath of
the Enset fiber plant for fiber extraction. In this study, it is also
noticed that the use of short natural fiber over the long is
preferable to reduce the significant variation of properties
along the stem or fiber direction.
As a whole, the results are crucial for Enset fiber composite
design and development for specific applications. It can play
great role in contributing to narrowing the knowledge gaps
related to the properties of Enset fiber, in laying the
foundation for further research on Enset fiber, in contributing
to the improvement of the locally built lightweight materials,
employment of the people in mass production of the Enset
fiber with required form from its plant for commercial purpose
which in turn brings economic development opportunities and
increasing Enset plant plantation which brings food security to
Ethiopia.
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